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# Simple, fast & secure:
Mercury is a web based

financial planner for
everyone. # # The first
accounting app for the
web. # # Integrated
with Google Cal, H&R
Block & Mint. # # 3D
charts, live data or
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awesome Excel export.
# # Very easy to use

with an intuitive
interface. # # All

operations are quick
and secure. # #

Customizable, secure
and simple. Mercury is a

highly-flexible and
feature-rich web based

financial planner for
everyone, made for
people who manage

their finances in a busy
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everyday life, and with a
really friendly and
simple interface.

Mercury presents an
interesting graphical
user interface, whose
flat design was, again,

done with intention. The
app features an intuitive

interface, with no
unnecessary options or

features that might
intimidate you.

Everything you need to
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create a financial plan is
right there, along with

features such as
automatic data

synchronization to other
tools, a powerful chart

library, and other
desirable features. At

the time of writing, the
app comes with just 14
features, some of which
are already available in
Mercury Pro, Mercury

Enterprise and Mercury
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Suite and also some
that Mercury plans to

launch within the
nearest future. Apart

from the financial
planning features,

Mercury also takes into
account the needs of
small businesses, by

bringing the app's data
history to an end. The
support team is happy
to extend an ongoing
legal service free of
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charge. Mercury
Features: Mercury Pro: A

web-based, simple,
powerful and secure

financial planning app
for everyone (Mercury

Enterprise available at a
discounted price).
Mercury Suite (a

complete app suite)
available for private

users. Mercury Extras:
Add-ons and features

available. Mercury
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Description: # Simple,
fast & secure: Mercury
is a web based financial
planner for everyone. #
# The first accounting
app for the web. # #

Integrated with Google
Cal, H&R Block & Mint.

# # 3D charts, live data
or awesome Excel

export. # # Very easy
to use with an intuitive

interface. # # All
operations are quick
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and secure. # #
Customizable, secure

and simple. Mercury is a
highly-flexible and

feature-rich web based
financial planner for
everyone, made for
people who manage

their finances in a busy
everyday life, and with a

really friendly and
simple interface.

Mercury Pro: A web-
based, simple, powerful
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and secure financial
planning app for

everyone (Mercury
Enterprise available

Mercury Free Download PC/Windows

Manage your finances
with the help of this
useful app built with

web technologies. Start
planning your financial

future and your monthly
budget today! • Manage
multiple accounts from
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one place Create
monthly budgets and

plan your expenses for
the coming months. Add
recurring transactions

such as bills, loan
payments, and tax

payments in the same
interface. • Automatic
import and export of
transactions Mercury

makes it simple to
import transactions
from your bank and
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offline receipts. Export
transactions to your
computer to enable
offline budgeting. •

Basic budgeting
functionality Create
budgets for up to 15
months. The app also

helps you analyze your
financial situation and

allows you to customize
your monthly goal. •
Simple and intuitive

Mercury includes a set
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of tools to help you plan
your finances and

manage your monthly
budget in a simple and
intuitive way. • Well-

designed interface with
top view The interface

of Mercury has a
modern design with

complete transparency.
It highlights the most
important elements of

the app. • A dark theme
for a night of planning
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Planning finances can
be a bit stressful, and

when you're making the
most important

decisions of your life,
you want to focus on

other things. That's why
Mercury includes a dark

theme with the
possibility of choosing a
light color theme for the

users of the app.
Mercury Features: ●

Add multiple accounts
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Mercury can be used to
easily manage your
savings, payments,

subscriptions and loans.
Use it to organize all of
your payments in one
place and track money

on the go. ● A
calculator Mercury is

your financial assistant
for creating budgets.

Calculate basic financial
problems with the app's

help. ● Simple and
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intuitive Mercury
includes a set of tools to

help you plan your
finances and manage

your monthly budget. ●
Export/import

transactions Mercury
also makes it simple to

import transactions
from your bank. Export

your transactions to
your computer to enable

offline budgeting. ●
Automatic import and
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export of transactions
Mercury makes it simple
to import transactions
from your bank and
offline receipts. ● 3

value comparison tools
Mercury also includes

comparison tools to help
you decide between

options. Compare the
value of your assets,

loans and current
expenses. ● 2 help

pages The app comes
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with 2 help pages with
detailed instructions on
how to use the tool. ●

Money transfer Transfer
funds between your

savings and your mobile
phone bill. ● iMessage
and SMS integration

Mercury can notify you
of money transfers and

purchases made on your
bills. ● aa67ecbc25
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Mercury Crack + (Latest)

Mercury is a cross-
platform, web-based
financial manager that
helps you to create a
budget and provides
insights to see where
your money is going and
how you can make
better use of it. Mercury
makes it easy to plan
and manage your
income and expenses —
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all you have to do is to
input your data. Based
on your inputs, you will
receive detailed reports.
Every detail of your
budget and expenses is
brought to light by this
app. Use Mercury to
track your spending and
planning without the
commitment of time or
effort. • Includes budget
planner, spending
tracker, review and
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create list. • Manage
multiple accounts & bills
all in one place. • Apply
rates and tips when
applicable. • Add
additional income &
expense categories. •
Import and export CSV
file for data import and
export. • Review your
money's paths and find
the biggest drains. •
Create resource lists
and prioritise them. •
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Track your expenses
and spend wisely. •
Share expenses with
your friends. • Bank
account sync in
background when
connection is available.
Try Mercury by Bryony
for free now! Get
Mercury from the App
Store here and from the
Google Play here.
Mercury is an app by
Bryony Review Mercury
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By Farmer'sM +5(3)
Stars, based on 3
Review(s), 3 Ratings
Sep 16, 2017 Mercury is
an app for quick budget
planning with a set of
intuitive features. This is
the best solution for
budget planning. Edit By
KikwithIt +5(2) Stars,
based on 3 Review(s), 3
Ratings Dec 17, 2018 I
feel it’s more than just a
budget app. This is a
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helpful tool for planning
your money. Edit By
Cuddleydog123 +5(4)
Stars, based on 9
Review(s), 3 Ratings Oct
06, 2018 Thought this
was going to be a bit
"weird" but I do love the
app - super quick to use,
easy to create budgets,
it's got all the basics
covered but also has a
bunch of different
options that are great to
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mess around with if
you're looking for
something a little bit
different. Love the
templates, like you can
easily customize your
own colour schemes and
edit the budget, love
that there's a budget
booster/boost which
allows you to let your
budget go over all the
set boundaries easily
and not
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What's New In Mercury?

Simple budget and
personal finance app for
all your financial needs
Mercury is not just
another budget or
finance app in the
market, but a fully-
fledged app dedicated
for your personal
finances and financial
planning. Its main goal
is to help you track your
expenses, monitor your
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savings, and even
manage the transferring
of money between
accounts. To make
things even easier,
Mercury not only
displays your current
spending, budget, and
saved amount, but also
provides you with a
visual overview of your
month-to-month bills
and expenses. While it
may sound like a bit of a
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bundle, Mercury is a
simple to use and fully-
featured piece of
financial software. Any
financial planner can do
more Mercury may be a
fairly new app, but from
the beta version we
tried, it certainly does
not lack in any means of
keeping you up to date
and displaying all your
financial data in a clear
and visually pleasing
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way. Mercury
Description: Create
budget, track expenses,
manage money…
Everything in one app
Mercury is a web app,
built with the Electron
framework. It is a simple
and efficient tool for a
wide array of personal
financial tasks. Set up
budgets, track
expenses, manage
money, and manage
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various funds… you will
easily be able to
manage your finances in
one place with Mercury.
The desktop version of
the app is a great choice
for users who prefer an
easy-to-use and
functional software. It
works well, is stable and
can be installed on both
Mac and Windows
systems. Mercury has a
modern, versatile look,
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making it a perfect
financial application for
data visualization and
budget planning.
Mercury lets you create
your own budgets and
manage your money
with its simple interface.
*Disclosure: This is a
professional review site
and therefore it may
receive compensation
from the companies
whose products we
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review. We are
independently owned
and the opinions
expressed here are our
own. *Required
Disclaimer: We are a
professional review site
that receives
compensation from the
companies whose
products we review. We
always try to give
accurate results, but the
results we provide are
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based on the use of
software that may have
various limitations.
Please keep this in mind
as you read this product
page.Getting to Know
Your Girls With
Halloween Treats: Sweet
Blackjack I received
these two treats
courtesy of LittleThings.
Both of these girls are
my nieces: four-year-old
Delia and the 30-month-
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old Amelia. My sister in
law Di and her husband
Kent raise
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System Requirements For Mercury:

***Please read the
complete list of
requirements on the
Downloads page.*** The
following computer
system requirements
are required to use and
play the game, including
the current version
(V12.4). Minimum
System Requirements:
OS: Windows 7,
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Windows 8, Windows
8.1, Windows 10 (all
64-bit versions)
Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 8.1, Windows
10 (all 64-bit versions)
CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo
2.4Ghz, AMD Athlon 64
X2 Dual Core 5000+ or
better
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